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CHAPTER I

When the first critics of "Rappaccini’s Daughter* began to

dissect the tale, it was their unanimous conclusion that Professor
Rappaccini himself was the most important character trithin it.

They believed the tragedy to be his.

Bat, Richard Hart Fogle and

Hyatt H. Waggoner, as quoted by Bernard McCabe, have effectively

disposed of the notion that Hawthorne ". . . was principally con
cerned with Rappaccini himself*,^ and have led modem critics to the

belief that Rappaccini’s chief importance in the tale is that of a

symbol.

Following this line of thought, the place of the scientist

is not difficult to determine.

Before the reader is introduced for the first time to Rap

paccini, his garden is described in detail.

Hawthorne implies that,

for all the beauty of the garden, it is not a natural place.

Each of

the plants and herbs seem to possess secrets "known only to the

scientific mind that fostered them".

When the scientist appears,

instead of an expression of the intimacy which might be expected be
tween him and his vegetative creations, he walks among them as if

they were "savage beasts, or deadly snakes or evil spirits, which,

should he allow them one moment of license, would wreak upon him

-'■McCabe, 213.
?-E&wthorne, Nathaniel, "Rappaccini’s Daughter," Vol. XV of
The Complete Writings of Nathaniel Hawthorne: Old Manse Edition
(22 vols.j Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., i960),' 1^
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some terrible fatality",Despite all this, and despite the fact

that he wears not only heavy gloves but a mask to protect him from
the odor of the plants, Rappaccini seems strangely to belong in
their midst.
On subsequent appearances throughout the tale, he does not

change, but is always presented as ”a dark observer in a corner of

his brilliant garden"a man who would, in Baglioni’s words,

"sacrifice human life, his own among the rest, or whatever else was

dearest to him, for the sake of adding so much as a grain of mustard

seed to the great heap of his accumulated knowledge*.-’

Here is the

fullness of the concept of the Garden of Bden and the Adam of the
present world.

Here, Indeed, "is the blaspheming, would-be creator,

whose attempt to rival God has produced a garden of Bden which is

full of serpents.Rappaccini has created a world which is beauti
ful beyond belief, but, so terrible that not even he is permitted to

live in it.

Hawthorne’s intended indictment of contemporary science,

which could produce a world as beautiful as the garden of Rap

paccini; but which would not take pains to render it inhabitable, is

more than clear.
Rappaccini chose what he considered to be the path of pure

science, but the reader is not allowed to witness the choice.

132.
^McCabe, loc. cit.
^Hawthorne, op. cit., 137.
^McCabe, loc, cit.

It
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was asd© long before the birth of Beatrice, this food with Baglioni,
or We arrival cf Giovanni at Padua, bhatever topression iiawfciorae
wished to leave (xmoottttog Rappaceini weld certainly be ineorplets

vcro it net understood that "he is as true a wan cf seicncc as over
distilled Ms own heart in an alembic*. ?

Pure science, pursued nith wMtovor degree cf devotion, is
not a subject noted for its instillation cf warmth within tfe»

human character* What Rappaceini gained, to scientific Jmowlodge, he
Caring, as he did, "infinitely more for science than

lost in love.

for aarhind”,

o

Rappaceini could not help but be resaeved frees the

reals* at natural affection,
Bo saw bumn beings, even his own daughter, as objects of
co^wtogsat rather' than of love,

bo detached nas ho froan emiien

tict Ms diswsy is honest «h®, ia the Mimetic scene of the tele,
he is unable to understand why Beatrice is not pleased with Ms
plan to provide a sate for her la her "paradise*.

V&atevcr vestige

of humanity has rscaiaod ia him Is caprassod in this seansf Ms

foMing for his daughter, if not natural, is entirely sincere. Be
vodd purposely set her apart iron other hwan beings but he would

not leave her in solitude.

C«»saletMy lacking besaan cxraiaMcnsiiip

in Ms own life, he was, nevertheless, aware of the nc&d for it in

others»

. thorns, lee, cite
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Ky daughter, thou art no Icrner lonely in
the world. . . . Ey science and the sympathy be
tween thee and him Giovanni have so wrought with
in his system that he now stands apart from common
men, as thou dost, daughter of sy pride and
triumph, from ordinary women. Pass on, then,
through the world, most dear to one another and
dreadful to all besides.>

Whan Beatrice asks him the reason for his infliction of ’’miserable

doom” upon her, he exclaims:

Mserablei What mean you, foolish girl?
Dost thou the© deem it misery to be endowed with
marvelous gifts against which no power nor strength
could avail an enemy, -misery, to be able to quell
the mightiest with a breath -misery, to be as ter
rible as thou art beautiful? wouldst thou, then,
have preferred the condition of a weak woman, ex
posed to all evil and capable of none?-1-®
Within these passages is the key to the symbolic meaning of

Rappaccini.

He is the personification of analytic science which

“violates nature by pursuing its chosen art past the point of human
usefulnessThis Rappaccini has done, but, because the situation

related in the tale is a human situation, he has not been able to
fully understand it.

He accepts no blame for what has happened be

cause he does not feel any responsibility in the matter.

In his own

mind, he has been a true scientist.
It is to be supposed that when Rappaccini first was smitten

with the love of science, his motives were of the highest caliber.
Perhaps he deeply desired to be of aid to mankind.

176.
Wid.
11Van Doren, op, cit.. p. 11.

What these early
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motives were, and what became of then, is a story which Hawthorne
does not attempt to tell.

Evidently, the author’s concern with his

character is centered, not on what he had been, or on what he might

become, but on what he is,

When he is viewed as a static figure,

his actions become predictable.
He will not change his course of action because he sees no
error in his thought.

His sincere devotion to science would label

any action contrary to the ends of science hypocritical.

The trans

formation of his character to one mre in line with Christian con
cepts, would necessarily involve the substitution of Christian

principles for those at which he had arrived unaided.

There is only

one character in the story who could work such a change in Rap
paccini, and that character is Professor Baglioni,

all, is not only a youth but a stranger.

Giovanni, after

Beatrice is his own

daughter; what knowledge she has of a factual nature he has given to
her himself,

Baglioni, however, is seeped in Christian teaching.

Because he is a long time associate and is close to being Rap
paccini’s intellectual equal, his is the only help worth the taking.
It, however, is not offered; and Rappaccini is the same character

at the end of the tale as he is at the beginning.
change to which the reader is a witness.

He undergoes no

CHAPTER II
Beatrice Rappaccini is one of the most mystifying charac
ters that Hawthorne ever created.

So unique is her place in *Rap

paccini ’s Daughter” that it is difficult to label her.

Many fac

tors, sometimes almost contradictory, need to be considered in an

analysis of her that it becomes impossible to state, in a line or

two, her symbolic significance.

Charles Boewe states that this fact

is definitely not a fault, but contends that the tale would suffer

if the allegorical meaning of Beatrice remained the same throughout!
"There is no need to push one to one correspondence of allegory;
. . . the story would lose in artistic suggestiveness what it gained

in mathematical precision."^
Further, it must be remembered that Hawthorne’s talent was

essentially a lyric talent;2 his characters are the creations of his
own mind and, as such, they have the freedom to be whatever he

chooses to make of them.

They may be simultaneously creatures of a

fallen world and angels.
Remembering this, the mind must be willing to accept Beatrice

as she is found in the tale.

It is absolutely essential to realize

that the first problem in the struggle to accept Beatrice resolves

-^Charles Boewe, "Rappaccini’s Garden," American ..Utej-ature,

XXX (March, 1953),
?Von Abele, op, cit., p. 15.
>Boewe, op, cit?, h6.
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itself as follows:

The problem of the acceptance or nonacceptance of events outside the statistical order.8
He may dismiss the entire story as a

The reader has two choices.

"fairy tale", or he may proceed in an analysis of Beatrice with a

firm determination not to exclude the possibility of supernatural
intervention.

The title of the tale first calls our attention to Beatrice;

suggesting not only that she is to be the center of meaning, but
that she will be so specifically in her capacity as her father’s

child.

4

As has been seen in the previous chapter, Beatrice is so

fully a product of her father’s "genius" that she can hardly be con

sidered at all when removed from his influence.
It is in the first paragraph of the tale that the key to the
meaning of Beatrice is given.

The simple fact that Giovanni remem

bers his place of lodging to have been that of a noble family long

since extinct and, that one of the ancestors of this family "had
been pictured by Dante as a partaker of the Immortal agonies of his
Inferno,

does not seem significant until it becomes evident that

this Beatrice will fill the mind of Giovanni as another Beatrice had

once filled the mind of Dante.
this suggestion escape us.

Hawthorne does not Intend to let

He makes a distinct point of the fact

-'Boewe, op, cit.. 46.
*S. H. Rosenberry, "Hawthorne’s Allegory of Science,"
American literature, XXXII (March, i960), 40.
JjUavthome, op. cit.. 128.
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that iMovnnsi was well acquainted with the writings of Dante.

Ho

farces us to look back to the significance of taste’s Inferno not
only for the tone which the tale has borrcmd frcn the Italian «-

tist, hut, also co that tfS will find his own Eoatrlico easier to
understand.

Dante's Beatrice has ever been identified with the angelic.

It night he well, at this point, to offer other proof eoncoming the
status of Bauteorne’s Beatrice as an angel,

If, in this opening

scene of the tale, Bawtiiomo has but hinted at the angelic status

of Beatrice, ho unequivocally announces it in the aind of Giovanni
z
at the last nesting between the youth and his love:
Be rushed down and in an instant was
standing before the bright and loving eyes of
Beatrice. A raosmt ago his wrath and despair had
been so fierce that be could have desired nothing
so meh as to wither her by a glance; but with her
actual presence there cane ir.fiuoncec vhUb had too
real an existence to be at once shaken offs re*

collections of the delicate and benign power of her
fevinine mtera, which had so often enveloped bin
in a
recollections of nany a
passionate outcast of her heart, when tee pure
fountain had been unsealed from its depths and
sade visible in. its transparency to his nontax eye;
recollections which, had Giovanni known how to es-

daythomo’s meaning could not have been stated more clearly.

Still there my be other, ncre natural, explanations ad*

vancod for this steteneat.

bet us sxori&a then.

6}»cCabe, on. clt.. 215.
7‘Hmrthorn©, op, dt.. 169-170.
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Wd le&trie© beats wll educated by pious individuals sfes
aigfeb be expected to evidwoa & rOHglens seal sMea oassld W M>»
fete for taw® .inepiratlm..

poGMMe*

'this, te»w, wild haw bws Sm*

had bom munched stlte poison since birth, 2raa at

a child she w deadly to wary UWg thing around her* It S*
incmoeivabls that. under those conditions, her fafewr aaOd We

atad her outeids of Ms We, 3fe» «m tails 01<w®i test fear
tWw had wfewod her ffe» society of all kinds.8 She am®
suMtims of his? iM-cfc indicate *saefe sedation, md such Iwfc of

fassmarlty

fews®,*^ that T5.m1

wr&

& b»

Wild. wsjani to a esaall child.
Before bar aeetiag with Gtwaarst, Beatrice had contact with

W father.

Doctor JWpaeeiai wild csrUtely not

exposed bar

to <W Christian faith, swing, *# be does to «§>W Wmity
laebine Christian purpose, B»» It mat be finally cseswafeS that

Sse&riw swatted her hotoW fws the Sawss of all fieajw, Mid
that she la truly aw a dttMi of >Wm than of thio wrlci.

S#® to call Beatrice an mgsl la mt to sully explain few.
wst be dwply SwsmS Mtfe the fact that Beatrice U mt oss.

olxMvely *h© child of I5ew«,

-teras it W necessary to look

IW the natural in order to study one aspect of W character*. It
Warns jmmary to look belw the mtol order to study tee

other, for «b> Is cesrpewd partly of vegetative eleamte.
t 1H*
, 15>i^.

S
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Vter sisterhood to tiie strange purple shrub in her father’s
gardon points to this vegetative nature,

While this b&s&ar re

lationship my defy exacting biological explanation it cannot fail
to xaake its appeal to the imagination.

Let the words of Beatrice

describe its origin and early history:
. . . At the imr when I first drw breath,
•this plant sorang from the soil, the offspring of
ills her father’s science, of his intellect, ’.idle
I was but his earthly child. . . . — I grew up and
hlossomtf with the plant end was nourished with its
breath.^
Stow, at the tine the story takes place, she still calls the plant

asisterR and is horrified if 3he forgets it for evcsi a mnant.

Taken together, the angelic and the vegetative nature of
Beatrice herald her early death.

Giarles Boewe goes to groat

lengths to establish Hawthorne’s revulsion at the sight of an un

natural mixture.

Tho min point of his thesis is the literal in

terpretation by Hawthorne’s contssinoraries of that dictate of

nature which denies fertility in any product of unnatural breeding.

At the end of an extensive study, the following conclusion is drawn
by ?&*. Bowes
Hawthorne was mre than a little scaeaiaish
about unusual biological mixtures and, probably
’without thinking vary deeply into it, preferred to
see allxancos of persons neither too remote nor too
close of kin.11

In the Kind of Hawthorne, and again in the words of Bocwo,

m.
^Boevre, 2ia^U’, 37»
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vre learn

3os.tsd.ee cannot be allowed io live, oven though she Is

guilty of a» wrong;

her soul, no doubt Is pore* but afae cannot
to live* because nature abhors such Ms*
Thus, is Beatrice there is a blond of angelic beauty and
vegetative repulsirencos.

She is as territO as she is beautiful.

But* and this point cannot ba orer-stressod, she has boon tho cans©
of neither aspect of her dual nature*

She has ssade no fretwMll

act* for free ’.dll is a human attribute* and she does not exist at
all on a lumen plans*
If ^ Rapicaccini’o Saaghteae* nay be considered to be a

tragedy, the tragedy doss not belong to Beatrice Rappaccini* In
order to be a tragic heroine, bentri co would hare had to sake a

Ciicica between Good, and evil.

Lacking, a® she does, free will, she

could not hare ssade such a choice*
Beatrice does not grew in relation to the orento around

her. Wt scene to be growth is nothing acre than evidence of

nasrfcfedrna’s skill in mcorering her character. Ms revelation is
delayed and delivered in bits, but the character which he is re

vealing is as static as that of Doctor Rappacciri. As a victia,
3eatxi.ee is purely passive*
thi&i

The work itself offers evidence for
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. . . this poor victim of man’s ingenuity a
and of thwarted nature and of the fatality that attends all such efforts of perverted wisdom, per
ished there, at the feet of her father and C-iovanniP
Notice the word fatality, for fatalism attends the death of
Beatrice.

It is inevitable for two reasons.

The above quoted

passage fully explains one reason why Beatrice could not be left to

live.

When Beatrice realizes that Giovanni no longer loves her, she

expresses the second reason:
/

’’Spurn me, tread upon me, kill mel

0, what is death after such words as thine? **

With the loss of

Giovanni’s love, Beatrice lias no reason to go on living.

.There is

no suitable mate for Beatrice on earth; it is fitting, then, that

she go where "the evil which had striven to mingle with her being

will pass away like a dream — like the fragrance of these
poisonous flowers, which will no longer taint her breath among the
flowers of Eden,

Her father had never intended such a death for her - neither

had Giovanni - indeed, both of these men had supposed that she might

live on in happiness.

Only, Baglioni, the observer, knew that her

death would. surely follow the drinking of the antidote.

Even if it

is admitted that Beatrice could hot have been allowed to live, the

blame for her death is not to be dismissed.

Baglioni had full know

ledge of the situation; thus, his crime becomes more terrible than

^Hawthorne, pp, clt.. 177
^Ibid., 174,
IZEbid., 177.
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that of either Rappaccini, who nourished her with poison, or Gio
vanni, who had the imperfect faith of shallow youth.

CHAPTER III

The two preceding cnapters of this thesis have dismissed the
possibility that either Beatrice or Doctor Rappaccini undergoes any
growth in relation to the events unfolded in "Rappaccini’s Daughter".

It becomes necessary to focus attention on Giovanni and to determine

whether or not his youthful character offers evidence of dramatic
growth.

If the reader disregards the "problems" of Beatrice and her

father and follows the narrative movement as established in Giovanni,
he has ehosen a satisfactory approach.
The story of Doctor Rappaccini was begun and ended before

the related events of the tale take place; Beatrice’s seeming growth
is but the skillfully delayed revelation of a static situation.

Giovanni’s arrival in Padua heralds the story to follows

"All the

dramatic movement in ’Rappaccini’s Daughter* is In terms of the de

velopment of, or constriction in Giovanni’s character."^

It is

through his eyes that the entire story unfolds; as Giovanni’s aware
ness of the situation grows, so does that of the audience.

Just as surely as the opening paragraph of the tale sets the
scene and the tone to follow, it establishes Giovanni as its narra

tive center.

The thoughts of the youth are to be the only thoughts

which will serve to reveal the situation as it is.

•^KcGabe, op. cit., 214.
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Hawthorne will

IS

intercede only wiien Giovanni is incapable of even & partial under*

standing of the dreamst&nees.

To substantiate inis responsibility

which lias been given to Giovanni, it is necessary only to look at a
few different points in the story.
The key to the understanding cf Beatrice as an angel cones,

not from inserted material, but from Giovanni.

Indeed, the first

hint of her status is given in Giovanni’s recollection of Dante's
poeR.2

When Dr. Rappaceini’s garden is described, the description
is not the casually objective notation of a story teller; it is,

instead, the purely subjective statement of the effect of the garden

upon the impressionable mind of Giovanni.

It is in the aind of

Giovanni that the garden is first said to have sinister overtones.

He hints, even now, at the fall significance which this "Eden" is to
have for him before the tale has ended.

In short, he is already con

ditioned to accept all that happens through the subjective eyes of

imaginative youth.

He Is homesick, and having been inclined to

melancholy since childhood, it is not strange that he sees signifi
cance of each of his thoughts in keeping with the tone of the story
and with his ovn frame of mind.

The story will be understood only in sc far as Giovanni is
understood.

Another youth, given the same circumstances would not

have allowed the story to progress as it did.

^Hawthorne, op. cit.. 128.

Too much emphasis can-
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not be given to this point.

All that happens mast be seen through

Giovanni’s eyes; the reader must place himself within Giovanni’s

eyes; the reader must place himself within Giovanni’s airarenoss or

the story becomes a nonsensical fairy tale, not at all to be be
lieved.

In Giovannis own mind, the basis for Beatrice’s angelic mean

ing was concei’ed.

His imaginative faculties also gave birth to the

idea of Rappaccini!as the Adam of the present world, and to his gar
den as its Eden..

Nor does Hawthorne make this point obscure.

He ex

plicitly states that Giovanni is responsible for these ideas:

It was strangely frightful to the young
man’s imagination to see this air of insecurity in a
person cultivating a garden, that most simple and
innocent of human toils, and which have had been
alike the joy and labor of the unfallen parents of
the race. Was this the garden, then, the 3den of
the present world? And this man, Rappaccini with
such a perception of harm in what his own hands
caused to grow, — was he the Adam? 3
The next idea which is all important to the story is the sis

terhood of Beatrice with the purple shrub in her father’s garden.
Beatrice is not to announce until much later in the tale her rela

tionship to the plant; Giovanni, however, is so impressed by the af

finity which exists between the girl and the plant that he even

dreams of it after he has seen them together but once.

It is not a

verbal pronunciation by Beatrice which causes the idea to take form

in his mind; it is his willingness to see events, which to others

^Ibid., 132
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might appear commonplace, as strangely meaningful.

Just after he

has first seen the girl and the plant, he, “dreams of a rich flower

and a beautiful girl.

Flower and maiden were different, and yet

the same, and fraught with some strange peril in either shape.
When Beatrice was examined, her two natures were discussed at

length.

Giovanni’s part here is almost too obvious to warrant men

tion, but it will be recalled that each of Beatrice’s natures were

first seen in his imagination.

No one, if Giovanni liad not come to

Padua, would ever have hinted at the full significance of Beatrice.
To Giovanni’s curiosity, somewhat shame-faced but still tin-

satisfied, must be given the credit for unveiling the animosity be

tween Professor Baglioni and Doctor Rappaccini.

So enthralled with

the entire situation and with his own tendency to dream of the
exotic is Giovanni, that he takes the first occasion offered to

probe into the private affairs of the Rappaccinis’.

Baglioni, as

will be later seen, responds to the youth’s inquiry with a vehemence

prompted by professional and personal jealousy.

The opinion formed

by Giovanni after hearing the biased remarks of Baglioni is the

opinion which stays with the reader.

yet, no

The reader, in fact, has, as

reason to suppose Giovanni’s opinions as anything but

sound.

It might be well to examine, now, the reason why Hawthorne

allows Giovanni to carry the feeling of the reader.

Throughout the

tale, Giovanni is used by Hawthorne to bear the brunt of any ac^Ibid., 153,
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cusations of unreality.

Sever does Hawthorne, as a story-teller,

blankly acknowledge a dependence on supernatural events.

Instead,

he lets a youtiiful mind, one well saturated with literature concer
ning unnatural events and one already prone to dwelling on strange
occurrences, speak for him.

Precisely because of this special role

of Giovanni, Hawthorne is well protected from critics who would at

tribute any departure from reality directly to him; it is Giovanni,
and not Hawthorne, speaking when supernatural occurrences are re
lated.

Once Giovanni is understood and his views are accepted, there

is a distinct possibility that what may appear to be an irrational

symbol is but a rational one misunderstood by the impetuous jrouth.^
Any skeptic who will scoff at the happenings In the tale is not

allowed to scoff at Hawthorne.

He must, instead, scoff at himself

for taking the word of an inexperienced young man concerning the

significance of the events related.

He is forced to acknowledge a

special skill in the author who can make opinions of one of his
characters so convincing that it may be mistaken for his own.

Giovanni is not so adept at self-deception that he does not
recognize his own tendency to misconstrue events to suit Ids own

attitudes.

Again and again, he asks himself if he has been dreaming

of strange events or if they have actually taken place.

But, his

curiosity is ever stronger than his rationality and he insists upon

further observations and further pondering until his curiosity has
completely mastered him.

5Von Abele, op. cit., p.26.
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The free-will choice which was allowed to neither Beatrice
nor Doctor Rappaccini was given to Giovanni.
time, withdrawn from the situation.

He could have, at any

He hints at his own foolishness

when he becomes conscious of "having put himself, to a certain ex
tent, within the influence of an unintelligible power by the com
munication which he had opened with Beatrice.Just how much of

this "Power® may be attributed to the poisonous lure of Beatrice and

how much is the result of his own curiosity is not a matter to be
decided here; but it must be noted that Giovanni, while not rea

lizing all the horror which was to follow, had an inkling of a situ

ation from which he would have been wise to remove himself.
The youth was capable of enough introspection to see that:

The wisest course would have been, if his
heart were in ary real danger, ... to quit his
lodgings and Padua itself at once; the next wiser,
to have accustomed himself as far as possible, to
the familiar and daylight view of Beatrice — Thus
bringing her rigidly and systematically within the
limits of ordinary experience. **
7

At this point, Hawthorne intervenes to tell the reader that there is
good reason why Giovanni does not leave; that he is ever concerned

with the satisfaction of his own curiosity, and will satisfy it at

whatever expense may be necessary:
Gausconti had not a deep heart — or, at
all events, its depths were not sounded now; but he
had a quick fancy, and an ardent southern teaperment which rose every instant to a higher fever

^Hawtharas, op, cit.. 2M.

7Ibid.
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pitch. Whether or not Beatrice possessed these
terrible attributes, that fatal breath, the af
finity with those so beautiful, and deadly flowers
which were indicated by what Giovanni had wit
nessed, she had at least instilled a fierce and
subtle poison into his system.°

Giovanni, as a shallow youth, could not match the trust and devotion
which Beatrice was later to give to him.

His faith was finally im

perfect because he was not capable of love.

Hawthorne goes on:

It was not love, although her rich beauty
was a madness to him; nor horror, even while he
fancied her spirit to be erabued with the same bane
ful essence that seemed to pervade her physical
frame; but a wild offspring of both love and hor
ror 'that had each parent in it, and burned like one
and shivered like the other.9

Here is the horrible outcome of mixed emotion; its power to
create evil.

Just as Hawthorne was appalled at the mixture of

natures in Beatrice, he is appalled at the mixture of two opposing

emotions.

His one interruption into the narrative carried by

Giovanni produced these remarks:

Blessed, are all simple emotions, be they
dark or brightI It is the lurid intermixture of
the two that produced the illuminating blaze of the
infernal regions.
The reader Is now brought face to face with the real prob
lem of the story.

Not only has Giovanni been given the faculty of

free-will, but it is because he has used it to confuse and deceive

himself that the entire tragedy takes place.

By Hawthorne’s stan-
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dards, neither Rappaccini nor Beatrice could commit sin, because

neither was capable of a free-will choice.

It is at the above

mentioned point that the power of Giovanni to sin is clearly stated.

Up to this point, Giovanni could be viewed as simply a boy
who had the depth and the feeling to match his youth.

Now, however,

his symbolic significance must be admitted and examined.

Giovanni

is fully believable as an individual, but, as a symbol for all
youth, he becomes much more meaningful.

It is not Giovanni who is on trial; it Is all of youth that

Hawthorne is indicting.

Throughout the remainder of the tale,

Giovanni will stand, not so much for himself as for all of youth.
In the mind of Hawthorne, Giovanni is caught, as all of

youth is caught, between the lure of analytical science divorced
from humanitarianism and the Christian principles which he has here
tofore accepted without question.

In his weakness, Giovanni is not

even to be carried to the wrong choice by his convictions.

He is,

instead, by his very lack of conviction, to be capable of making no

choice at all.

He is to look at the nobility of science and to the

fantastic ham which it can do with indecision.

His values are not

so firmly fixed that he is capable of following them.

cation he has is directed toward himself.

not led by reason.

What dedi

He is driven by passion,

It is passion, and not love, which drives Iiim to

Beatrice.

2ven when Baglioni confronts him with the cruel reality of

the situation, Giovanni cannot face the truth.

He cannot even feel
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real pity for Beatrice.

He just tries to dismiss the entire

situation as an illusion: “It is a dream, surely it is a dream.

So shallow is Giovanni, and so incapable of sympathetic
understanding, that Hawthorne, in the climactic scene, chooses to
remove the narrative thread from his hands.

His sullen insensi

bility romers him Incapable of relating such crucial events.
McCabe has insisted that the removal of the narrative point of view

from Giovanni Hsignals and illustrates the one unsatisfactory elewont in this unusually compelling work of art. ”

While acknow

ledging the dependence of this paper on the views of McCabe, it must
3till be said that the suspension of Giovanni’s mediating tech

niques indicates nothing more than Hawthorne’s dear understanding
of the youth’s character and his desire to pass this understanding

on to the reader.

For, just as the author chose the final, climac

tic scene to unequivocally announce the angelic status of Beatrice,

he chose it to announce the inadequacy of Giovanni in revealing the
significance of the situation.

If Giovanni could have handled this

last scene, he could surely have been able to handle the events
which came before it.
Admittedly, the tale may require a second reading before
this fact is realized, but this author’s convictions are founded on

the promise that the story merits a second reading and that it would

HIbjd.. 165.
l2Ibid., 214.
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seem a great injustice to Hawthorne to accuse him of a literary-

fault — changing the narrative point of view in the midst of the
story without a compelling reason — generally found only among
amateurs.
The responsibility of Giovanni in tho tragic movement of
the tale will be discussed at length in the last chapter of this

thesis, for it cannot be understood apart from the influence of
Professor Baglioni.

I

CHAPTER IV

The most evident problem in “Rappaccini’s Daughter" is that
of the inadequacy of youth to survive the testing ordeal which fate
has prepared for It.

Gausconti.
problem:

This problem comprises the story of Giovanni

The tale, however, is concerned with an even bigger
the ineffectual nature of weak Christian human!tarianism

brought face to face with militant iniquity.

With full reali ation

of the fact that critics, for the most part, have been content to

dismiss Professor Baglioni as a simple allegorical representation of
orthodoxy, this reader would still contend that he is the most com
plex figure in the tale and that he holds the key to the more com

plex of its two problems,

Rosenberry, who is the only critic of note to deal with
Baglioni at length, has dismissed him with these words:

Baglioni as a professor, as Giovanni is a
student, and his entire role in the story is de
voted to representing an academic philosophy dia
metrically opposed to that of his rival, Rappaccini.
If he does so ineffectually, at times petiHy, the
manner will of course qualify the role, but it will
IS ..np,,.sense. defin£.j^
Here the role of Baglioni is defined, but is is so oversimplified as

to lose the implications which make it so vital and meaningful.
The crux of the problem is just this:

Does the fact that

Baglioni is not able to live up to the principles which he verbally

^Rosenberry, op. clt.. ^2.
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maintains, really change his significance in the tale?

Assuming

that Hawthorne could be using the Professor to point to the failings
of Christianity instead of as a guidepost to point to the evil with
which he is surrounded, this question will be discussed.

If Bag

lioni can be shown to be more at fault than any of the other charac
ters in the tale, then it would seem evident that Hawthorne in

tended to teach a lesson more through the example of his failure

than his virtue.

Before dealing at length with the symbolic Baglioni it may
be well to examine his place in the story-line of the tale.

He is

first introduced when Giovanni goes to pay his respects to him.
Although he is a physician of imminent repute, Baglioni is only too

happy to receive the son of an old friend into his circle.

He is

exceedingly kind to the youth, and impresses him with his friend
liness and joviality.

If it is Giovanni who first brings the Rappacsinis into the

conversation, it is Baglioni who supplies information concerning
then.

Baglioni, while mentioning the fact that Rappaccini is in

deed a learned man, dwells at length on the question of his ethi
cal practice.

It is evident that Baglioni knows Ur. Rappaccini

well; not only does he say this himself, but Hawthorne’s inter
ceding note about the professional warfare between the two nan of
science is indicative of long-standing personal contact.

It also

indicates the fact that, any person, but a stranger, would already
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have known of the feud by reason of the publicity given it.

While Giovanni is forced to listen to the views of Baglioni
about the dubious ethics of Doctor Rappaccini, he is anxiously

awaiting a chance to uncover the real reason for his initiation of

the topic — he wishes to learn something of Beatrice.
Baglioni has few, but trenchant comments to make concerning
He stresses the fact that she is said to be deeply in

Beatrice.

structed in her father’s scientific skill: then he goes on to voice
r

his real fear: "... young and beautiful as fame reports her, she’

Per-

[Beatrice] is already qualified to fill a professor’s chair.

chance her father destines her for nine.''

2

True it is that 3ag-

lioni labels this rumour as absurd, but he has seen fit to mention

it, and by that very fact he has betrayed his anxiety over the
situation.

y-

After this first meeting, Giovanni avoids the professor’s

company.

He has not yet been in the garden, nor has he conversed

privately with the girl, but he evidently is afraid that Baglioni
is perceptive enough to “look too deeply into ills secrets.*

Bag

lioni, however, seeks out the youth, and overtakes him as he is out

for a walk.

Before many words have passed between the two, Doctor

Rappaccini walks by.

He does not speak, and his penetrating look

is on8 which Giovanni hardly notices? but, Baglioni makes much of

it.

He says, Just before the youth breaks away from him:

"Ikn-rfchome, on. eit., 139*
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‘Signor Giovanni, I will stake my. life upon '
it, you are the subject of one of Rappaccini’s ex
periment, ‘3
- -

Still, it is not until the professor is alone that we learn
of the real reason for his concern.

He is not motivated so much by

the fact that Giovanni is the son of an old friend as he is by the
thought that-Doctor Rappaccini may be capturing the youth’s atten
tion,

So indignant is the professor that he here conceives a plan

which >rill be disclosed only much later in the tales
... it is too insufferable an impertin
ence in Rappaccini thus to snatch the lad out of my
own hands, as X may say, and make use of him for
his infernal experiments.
This daughter of his J
It shall be looked to. Perchance, most learned
Rappaccini, I may foil you where you little dream
of it.*

The man speaking hors is the man who has just called Doctor
Rappaccini a monster because he is more interested in people as sub
jects of his experiments that as inviolable human beings.

‘let,

from this point in the story until its conclusion, Giovanni will be,
to Baglioni, not a fusion of body and soul, but an instrument of re

venge to be used against Rappaccini.

Because, while verbally dis

senting, Baglioni has agreed with Giovanni that Doctor Rappaccini
truly loves his daughter, and he is cunning enough to realise

that

the most effective revenge against Rappaccini will involve her use.

Because he has heard, or imagined, rumors to the effect that Bea
trice nay replace Mm at the university, he will be only too happy

fTbld., 148
^Ibid., 149
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to rid hiraself of the threat which she poses to him.

Kis plan of

revenge, then, will serve two purposes.
th® third meting ix?twen the professor and the youth takes

place in Cd.ovanni’s dualling place,

iftiriying tlinwgh the gossip of

the city and university* Baglioni arrives art the real reason for

hie visit.

He tells Giovanni, using the approach of tha story

teller as a ruse, about an Indian slave-girl who was sent to

Alexander the Great after having been nourished with poisons for her
entire life until intisate contact with her could not but result in
•Instantaneous death,
In the vulnerable Hind of Giovanni, this story has already

effectively linked itself to tha reality of his situation with

Beatrice, vhen the profossor sakes tha connection for him

". . ,

Ihat old fable of the Indian woman has bocone a truth by the deep
and deadly scionco of Fiapmccini, and in the mrson of the lovely
Beatrice.*6 Giovanni, too stunned to call upon a true lover’s per

fect faith, can defend Beatrice only feebly.

Be is all too willing

to put the problem in the hands of Baglioni, and to trust the pro
fessor to find a solution.

Baglioni, in anticipation of this trust,is ready to produce
S silver vial filled with what ho tells Giovanni is an antidote for

the poison which has rendered Beatrice unfcaxnan.

This he throats at

^Quoted from Sir Thoms Bromo’s Vulgar Errors by Kark Van
(»•* yoric: The Ronald Press Ctespany.
J * ?*?^rthomo, op. clt.. 164.

Giovanni, encouraging him to use it immediately and to await the re

sults hopefully,

What Giovanni does not know, and what the reader

realizes only after serious thought, is that Baglioni, while he is
professing his desire to help the youth and to restore Beatrice to

a natural life, is actually planning her death.

As a man of science

he eannot but be well aware of the effect which his "antidote*’ will
have.
He implies thi3 fact to himself as he leaves Giovanni’s

room: "Yfe Trill thwart Rappaccini yet.He has but to wait to see
the fruition of his plan.
His revenge is completed in the climactic scene of the tale.
Having sneaked back to Giovanni’s room after the youth left to keep

his rendez-vous with Beatrice, Baglioni witnesses the death of the

girl through an open window.

And, fittingly, he has the final word

when he calls out to the horrified Doctor in triumph: "RappacciniI
RappacciniJ and' is this the upshot of your experiment!"

8

Thus ends the story of Professor Baglioni, but it has been
a story told on the surface.

If he is to be proven to be as

meaningful as this paper asserts him to be, it is necessary to look

deeply into his actions and into the motives which foster them.
Let him first be considered in relation to Dr. Rappaccini.

Whatever Baglioni may have been able to do to prevent the Doctor
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fren first foUaving hi3 analytical course wuld necessarily have

boss done before the action of the story tool place,

Hat, during

the wants related in the tale, he could possibly have persuaded

KappacoSM to adopt a sore fhMoiian attitude to replace those al
ready presarfc Tiithia him.

Hawthorns carefully rentiase the eon-

tact batsman the tvo sdontist® so that the reader may not doubt
tho influenco which Baglioni could have had.

The food between the

two has •svidcntly been one of long standing.

She reasons for it

are not related and they do not aattar.

hat io lrgportsat is the

fact that* for baglioni, at least, the fawd has become not a pro
fessional but a personal battle.

Any

fes^yssMch Bap-

•oVM »ay hare had for BagUcxai -are not aantienod* but BaglianiH
Mttcreces is repeatedly presented for thought*

Scoped as he is in Obristiac to^cMng* Ba$.ioni yet allow
Mrtelf to stoop to revonge,

Ite is not «ws given the dignity

which frmQd result I’roa honesty Mth Maself, for he tWosirea Ma*
self to the point that he supposes hs is doing a aervioe for smn*
hind by thwarting fappaecini.

He coraiders Ms motives above re

proach because he never stops to seriously question then,
Sagllmi repeatedly aocores •Sanpaeeiid. of being untouched

by the human situation,

ds accusation is true, but it must again

bo said in BcnmeMM’s defense that hi® motives were pare and hi®

dedication, if misplaced, was entirely sincere, lie followed the
path indicated by Ms convictions without reserve. In the- final
analysis, it

tts

harftloni Mwelf tabs could not remain true to Ms

&

convictions.

In his failure, then, to remain true to himself,

Baglioni, as the symbol of orthodox Christianity, fell to a posi
tion much lower than that of the scientist 'whom he sought to des
troy.

Although his contact with Beatrice need not have been so
intimate as that with her father, Baglioni chooses to make it so by
being instrumental in her death.

Allowing himself to be plagued by

idle rumors concerning her training, he feared that she might re
place him at the university.

Beatrice had no such intention.

She

denies that she even has great scientific knowledge when she tells
Giovanni: “Do people say that I am skilled in ray father’s science

of plants?

What a jest is there! ... I know no more of them than

their hues and perfume — . . .

That Beatrice has no interest

at all in the plants her father has created is made even more plain
by the fact that each of these plants, except for the purple, shrub

which she calls ’sister’, is repulsive to her.

Rappaccini has no

such plans for his daughter; he has deliberately ostracised her

from society.

Baglioni chose to see Beatrice as an evil creature,

not because of any evidenceto support his views, but simply be

cause, if he did not allow any human feeling for her to color his
thinking, he would be better able to use her in his plot to des

troy her father and herself.

If he had believed his own words, to

the effect that Beatrice meant nothing to her father, he would

9Ibid., 154.
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never have sought to hurt Rappaceini through her death.

He surely

roust have realized that, questionable as its manifestation might be,
the love of a father for his daughter was deeply imbedded in Doctor
Rappaceini.

Beatrice suffered innocently, and she suffered because of
the actions of her father, Giovanni and Baglioni.

What suffering

was caused her by Rappaceini was unintentional; he sincerely desired
her happiness.

Giovanni’s responsibility is not excused, but is

lessened because of his shallow character.

He can hardly be blamed

for dealing foolishly with a situation he never understood.

The

antidote which made him instrumental in tire death of Beatrice was,
after all, placed in his hands by someone much older and wiser than
Even if he had been an ideal youth, it is doubtful that he

he.

could have risen high enough to deserve the angelic devotion of

'

Beatrice.

It is only Baglioni who had difficulty finding a defense far

his part in her death.

He cannot plead the love which motivated

Rappaceini; nor can he plead the youth and inexperience which moti
vated Giovanni.

Excluding petty jealousy, there has been no valid

excuse for his actions.
,

z

The tragedy, insofar as "Bappaccini’s Daughter" may be con

sidered to be a tragedy, belongs to Giovanni.

Too much emphasis,

however, cannot be placed on Baglioni’s part in the tragic move

ment of the story.

Giovanni was weak, but he could have been strong

if the society which formed him had been more careful of its pupil.
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His failure to cope with the situation which confronted Mw is

indicative of the failure of society to am him with firm con
victions and the courage to uphold them.
Baglioni is representative of the world which formed Gio

vanni.

It is a sad fact that the professions of such people as the

professor mean little if their example openly contradicts their
words.

As the self-appointed protector of Giovanni, Baglioni could

say again and again how horrible is it to find a man of science
(or any man, for that matter) who fails to be touched by the

human situation.

But, if his actions show that he, too, is in

capable of rising above petty jealousy and vindictiveness, the
youth has nowhere to turn for guidance.

It is ironical that Baglioni, who never enters the fatal
garden, should so iriaaeasurably add to the sorrow to be found within

it.

It is ironical that the most obvious source of aid should be

the least able to offer help.

Nor is Hawthorne jesting in his

ironical treatment of 'the situation; on the contrary,
. . he is
V most effectively serious precisely at those times when he is most

deliberately ironic.

He is deadly serious in his indictment of

Christian society.

In a very real sense, Baglioni is repi'esentative of the
entire Christian -world.

In his hands is the power to prevent

^Robert Allen Durr, "Hawthorne *s Ironic Mode,8 fne hew
Ingland Quarterly, XXX (December, 1957)» 486.
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tragedy from occurring; in his example is the answer to the ques
tion of proper action.

His failure is truly a tragic failure.

A

greater 3in by far than his petty way of dealing with a situation
has been his part in allowing such a situation to develop — his
refusal to be a stable influence for good in a world of evil.

CHAPT3R V

If this thesis has done what it has proposed to do, it has

remained, in scope, within the work studied.

The attempt to de

fend the employment of the method of internal criticism against

those who suppose background. and environment to be of primary im
portance in any critical approach is a task better left to the

major critics.

It is enough here to present two reasons why the

choice to study "Rappaccini’s Daughter" as an isolated literary

achievement was made.

The first reason stems from a recognition of the tendency,

when an author, in the full maturity of his creative genius has

written a work which is internationally hailed as a chef d*oeuvre,
either to discount his earlier works completely or to study them

only as a foreshadowing of the magnificent fulfillment to come.
While this approach may serve to accentuate the value of the mas

terpiece it must necessarily detract, at the same time, from the
discovery of any intrinsic merit which the earlier work may have.

In order that the tale be allowed to proclaim its value apart from
its sister-works, mention of the The Scarlet Letter has deliberate
ly been excluded.

There is, however, another reason, more compelling than the
first because it is implicitly contained within the tale itself.

Hawthorne’s evident concern, in "Rappaccini’s Daughter" is with
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the exposition of sons universal truth.

Because of this, he has

been careful to establish a dominant tone and even more careful to
preserve it for the sake of unity.

In order to preserve the am

biguous darkness of his tone, the author subtracted reality from
his story until only the most minute fraction of it remained.

He

tells of times and settings only what it absolutely necessary to
convey his intended meaning; of his characters he tells so little

that they often may be mistaken for spiritual entities moving be

hind a veil of sheer fantasy.

But, just ■when this feeling of a

world that is all symbol begins to fix itself in the mind of the
reader, a redeeming note of humor or tenderness is injected, making

him feel that, after all, this is his native earth.

Here, then is

a master story-teller who would do more than tell a story.

He has

preserved that flexibility in his work which enables the setting to

be anywhere, the time to be anytime and the characters to be any
one.

It has seemed to be just to Hawthorne to use the same
method of approach in a critical study of his tale as he used in

the composition of the original, for his achievement is barren of
meaning when divorced from his intent.

To begin with the theme of

the work, then, has been only to begin with Hawthorne’s own

starting point.

In essence, the story is a story of sin.

Sin is a

simple matter of turning from God to self, but this definition is

proper to the Theology text in which it is to be found.

As a

practical guide it is almost devoid of meaning by reason of its
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simple but vague terminology.

In the mind of Hawthorne, this con

cept was modified until it became a matter of the greatest sin to
remain deliberately untouched by the human situation.

Beatrice is the embodiment of the thane not because she is

capable of committing sin, but precisely because she is suffering
inmcence personified and, as such, she is incapable of returning

evil for evil.

Free will is, after all, a prerequisite for sin,

and, as a creature composed of two natures, neither of which are
human, Beatrice lacks the purely human benefit resulting from the

feljx culpa.

Deprived of free will, she is a static character and

the situation which causes her pain is, basically, a static situ
ation.

It is -ironical that she, incapable as she is of any sin,

should suffer the greatest loneliness; for, had her loneliness been

self-imposed she would have been guilty of the blackest sin,
Kawthornian critics have, in the past two decades, quali

fied their first statements concerning the burden of guilt be

longing to Doctor Bappaccini.

His end, viewed apart from his

means, was good; his dedication is awe-inspiring in spite of the

fact that it is laisplaced.

His motivation, involving his beloved

daughter, is free from .blemish.

It is as ironical that he, while

devoting his entire talent to the end that Beatrice be preserved,
should have taken, unknovringly, the first fateful step toward her

destruction, as it is that Beatrice, who is all goodness, should
suffer so intolerably.

The two natures of Beatrice combined to
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make of her a creature without free-will; we do not know what ele

ments combined to make of her father a creature so driven by fan
atical devotion that he was incapable of a free-will choice.

What can be known is the fact that whatever tragedy Doctor Bappaccini experienced, either it was played out before the beginning
of the action in the tale or it is reserved for him alone when
Beatrice’s death has ended the tale.

Giovanni, as the narrative center of the work, establishes

his own ideas in the mind of the reader with such subtlety that
they may be mistaken for the reader’s own impressions.

His youth

and inexperience, however, prove themselves to be so inadequate

that he is not even to be allowed to carry the narrative thread
through to the concluding scene of the tale.

He cannot even face

the situation, (at all,) let alone choose freely to remedy it by

removing himself from the scene.
what he is told to do.

Giovanni is a "Yes-Man"; he does

The old crone, Usabetta, directs him to

look out a window and he does so; she directs him to take the
secret way into the garden and he does so.

Baglloni directs him

to give the "antidote to Beatrice and he does so.

Hia failure to

act by himself is not attributable to an inherent lack in his

character, but to the ineffectual society from which he was
generated.

The ability to make a wise choice is not inborn; it

seems so at times because it has been taught so well that the re

sulting action is more reflexive than reflective.

The society which generated Giovanni was, obviously, a

Christian society.

Equally obvious is Baglioni’s symbolic repre

sentation of the whole of this society.

Here is the nan with age,

intelligence, and education enough to form a world of Idealized
Giovannis,

Here is a man influential enough to transform a world

of warped Rappaccinis.

What he has done speaks more clearly, how*,

ever, of Hawthorne’s purpose in his creation, than reflection on

what he might have done,

Evil was a positive force for Hawthorne

just as it is seen as a positive force by the Christian world.

Baglioni’s Insistence upon asserting principles to which he did not
really adhere label his humanitarianism more as sham than as the

actualization of the Christian ideal.

EELs weakness provides a

fitting vehicle for the militant evil of which he professed the
desire to free the world.

Because he can plead neither the youth

and inexperience of Giovanni nor the compelling dedication of
Doctor Rappaceini, Baglioni stands without defense.

He has chosen

the path of vindication while verbally adhering to the path laid
by a compassionate God.

Here, finally, lies the true sin, the greatest tragedy.

All of Christian society is on trial and the judgment must be as
obvious to the reader as it is to Hawthorne,

Great evil has been

made greater with cowardice, when it could have been rendered im
potent by courage.

The fulfillment of the theme of the tale is to

be found in Baglioni; his ambiguity mirrors the basic ambiguity of
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life.

In conclusion, it is this author’s greatest tribute, more

meaningful in the long run than the entire effort of this thesis,

that the tendency to trite praise has received no indulgence,

A

trite expression expresses best a reaction to mediocrity; there is
to be found, in the Salem gentleman’s “Rappaccini’s Daughter*,
nothing mediocre.

Now that this thesis has spoken for itself, the author

takes this opportunity to include an entirely subjective note her most sincere thanks for the help of those who have made its

completion possible.

Father James R. VJhite of the Carroll College

Library obtained periodicals which were essential to the paper.

Mss Joanne Keane has proof-read the manuscript; Kiss Billie Jean
Wjn has typed it.

Finally, because without his encouragement and

guidance this thesis would not be a reality, the author expresses
her gratitude to Doctor Joseph T. Ward of the Carroll College

Ehglish Department.
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